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A (non-standard) inverse-limit A-model D : is constructed which has a non 
Hilbert-Post complete theory. Moreover, in D:, a simple semantic charac- 
terization of normalizable terms is given. These results are proved using the proper- 
ties of a generalized type assignment system which yields a filter model (Barendregt, 
Coppo, and Dezani-Ciancaglini, 1983, J. Symbolic. Logic 48, 931-940; Coppo, 
Dezani-Ciancaglini, Honsell, and Longo, 1983, pp. 241-262, “Logic Colloquium 
‘82,” North-Holland, Amsterdam), isomorphic to 0:. The type assignment system 
is also proved complete with respect to an interpretation of types (in the term 
model of P-equality) based only on normalization properties. As an application a 
class of maximal monoids of normalizable terms is characterized. (’ 1987 Academtc 
Press. Inc 
In Barendregt et al. (1983) a new A-model (filter model) was introduced 
to study completeness properties of type assignment systems for terms of 
the pure I-calculus. One interesting feature of this model (indeed, the 
reason why it was introduced) is that the objects of the domain can be 
interpreted as sets of formal types (Coppo et al., 1980) of a type assignment 
system (which is a conservative extension of Curry’s Functionality Theory) 
and that the interpretation of a term coincides with the set of all types that 
can be assigned to it. The domain of the filter model, in particular, is built 
by all the sets of types which satisfy a given closure condition 
(corresponding to type inclusion). By changing the closure conditions we 
can define a class of L-models (filter models) whose basic properties have 
been investigated in Coppo et al. (1983b). 
Filter models turn out to be a very rich class. In particular each inverse- 
limit space, built by the classical Scott’s D, construction (Scott, 1972) 
starting from a countably based lattice, is isomorphic to a filter model 
(Coppo et al., 1984). 
In this paper we study a filter model P* induced by a type assignment 
system introduced by two of the authors to study normalization properties 
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of terms (Coppo and Dezani, 1979a). 9* turns out to be isomorphic to an 
inverse limit space 0’: built starting from a three point lattice with a non 
standard initial projection. The formal theory of D*, coincides with Morris’ 
extensional theory (Morris, 1968) and, hence, is not Hilbert-Post complete. 
This proves that not all D,-models have a complete theory, solving (in 
negative sense) a conjecture stated in Bohm (1975, open problem No. 
11.3). Moreover D*, provides a simple semantic characterization of nor- 
malizable terms. In fact we show that a term is normalizable iff its inter- 
pretation (in a suitable environment) is contained in a specific open subset 
(with respect to the Scott topology) of 0:. 
The type assignment system on which the definition of 9* is based has 
also some interest in itself. Let us interpret the two basic types (p* and qr 
as, respectively. the set of all terms which have a normal form and the set 
of all (normalizable) terms which preserve this property under application 
(i.e., all A4 such that NM is normalizable whenever N is normalizable). 
Then the system provides a complete characterization of the normalization 
properties represented by types built from ‘p*, cp- , and w (the universal 
type) by means of the “+” type constructor. For example a term has type 
‘p+ + ‘p* (from a suitable basis) iff it yields a normalizable term whenever 
applied to a normalizable term. As an application of this result we give a 
simple characterization (in terms of types) of a class of monoids (under 
composition) of normalizable terms which are maximal in the sense that all 
their extensions contain at least one non-normalizable term. This was 
proved in a particular case in Dezani and Ermine (1982). 
In this paper Section 1 contains an overview of generalized type 
assignment systems and the proof of some basic properties. In Section 2 
filter models are introduced while in Section 3 the model D$, is defined and 
its theory is characterized. Finally the properties of the type assignment 
system are studied in Section 4. 
1. TYPE ASSIGNMENT SYSTEMS 
The following systems of type assignment for terms of the (pure) 
j+-calculus have been introduced in Coppo et al. (1983b), Barendregt et al. 
(1983) and further developed in Coppo et al. (1984). They extend the 
classical Curry’s type assignment system (see, e.g., Curry et al., 1958; 
Morris, 1968) by introducing a “universal” type “w”, a new operator “ A ” 
(intersection) of type formation and an inclusion relation between types. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let A be a set of atomic types (ranged over by 
cp,,, q, ,...) and o a type $ A. The set of types TA is the minimal set such 
that: 
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(1) AU{W}GT, 
(2) a,pET,~ajpETA,aApETA. 
Let a, 8, y, 6 range over T,. 
1.2. DEFINITION. (i) An inclusion relation is a transitive and reflexive 
relation d c T, x T, which satisfies: 




(5) (a+81 * (a-y)Ga+(B A Y), 
(6) ada’, /?</?‘=a A /?<a’ A /I’, 
(7) a’<a,/?<~‘*a+~<a’-+/?‘. 
(ii) Let ZC T, x T,., be an arbitrary relation. Then the type theory 
generated by C, denoted dz, is the minimal inclusion relation which 
contains C. 
(iii) a-=P iff a6Z/?<ra. 
a Gz b can be viewed as saying that (the interpretation of) a is included in 
(the interpretation of) 8. Observe that, for all Z, o -= o + o. < o is the 
minimal type theory (@ denotes the empty set). 
Types are assigned to terms by a set of rules which are a natural exten- 
sion of the rules of Functionality Theory. 
1.3. DEFINITION. (i) A statem ent is an expression aM, where M is a 
term (the subject) and a is a type (the predicate). A hasis is a set of 
statements with only variables as subjects. 
(ii) Let d z be a type theory. The type assignment induced by 6 z is 
defined by the natural deduction system 
Caxl 
(-I) BM ’ a-+jlMaN 
a + flE.x. A4 (-+E) /3(MN) 
’ If .Y is not free in assumptions on which PM depends other than ax. 
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(iii) Bhz CM means that CM is derivable from the basis B in this 
system. 
Note that all rules, except (< =), are independent of C. 
Let M be a term and Ba basis. Define BlM= {~~xEBIxEFV(M)} and 
FV( B) = (X 1 CIX E B 1. We have immediately that B hz ctM o B r M +-= 
c&l. We say that a type theory 6 z is invariant if B tz MM and M =p N 
imply B bz ctN. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of i-model (see 
Barendregt, 1984, Chap. 5 and, in particular, Sect. 5.3). 
The following interpretation of types in i-models was introduced by 
Scott in Bohm (1975, Open Problem 11.4) and extended to “0” and ‘I A ” 
in Barendregt et al. (1983). This semantics of types is sometimes referred to 
as the simple semantics of types. Alternative notions of type semantics have 
been introduced in the literature, as F-semantics (Hindley, 1983) and 
quotient set semantics (Scott, 1976; Hindley, 1983). 
1.4. DEFINITION. (i) Let ,M = (D, ., [ ] ) be a ,?-model, A a set of 
atomic types and 3 .: A + Y(D). Then V extends to all a E T, as follows 
(‘/. is a type interpretution in %d): 
‘/‘(cx+fl)= IdlVee f‘(z) ci!.eE Y‘(b)) 
f ‘(x A 8) = f ‘(a) n Y j/J). 
(ii) Let < r be a type theory. A type interpretation Y’ respects <= if 
CI Gz /I * Y.(a) G Y”(j). 
In Barendregt et al. (1983) it has been proved that CI <a j iff for all JZ 
and for all Y+- in ~2, Y“(E) c V(B), i.e., all type interpretations respect < @, 
and do is complete with respect to type inclusion. (This was the original 
motivation in Barendregt et al., 1983 for the introduction of Go.) 
1.5. DEFINITION. (i) Let J%’ be a i-model, 5 an environment and ^I - a 
type interpretation in %&, 
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The soundness of += with respect to +=” follows easily. 
1.6. THEOREM. B+ZcrM=xB /='ctM. 
Proof: Easy induction on the deduction showing B bz aM. For rule 
( dZ) notice that V- must respect bZ. 1 
The completeness of k0 has been shown in Barendregt et al. (1983) 
using the filter model 9 (defined in Sect. 2) and in Hindley (1982) using 
the term model of p-equality. In Coppo et al. (1983b) the result of 
Barendregt et al. (1983) was generalized to all invariant type theories. 
In the rest of this section we prove the completeness of type assignment 
for invariant type theories with respect to the term model of b-equality. 
The proof is given using the technique of Hindley (1982). This result is not 
needed in the rest of the paper, and can be skipped at a first reading (some 
technical lemmas will be used in the following), 
The following properties have been proved in Barendregt et al. (1983) for 
the theory do and can easily be extended to all dr. 
If B is a basis, let B/x = (my) LX~ E B and y & x}. 
1.7. LEMMA. (i) Btx CLX $f 3/J’,.r ,..., /?,JE B (n 20) such that 
w A PI A ... A P,,&a. 
(ii) BF-” cr(MN) implies 3/?~ T, such that BF-~ j -+ aM and 
B +--= /IN. 
Proof: (i) By the rules (w), (<,), ( A I) and ( A E) (no other rule is 
applicable). 
(ii) By induction on the derivation of cx(MN). The only interesting case 
is when the last applied rule is ( A I), i.e., 
a,(MN) dMN) 
a, A cx,(MN) ’ 
By the induction hypothesis there are /I,, fi2 such that B tZ pi -+ cr,M, 
B+-‘j?,N for i=l,2. Then Bkzj?, A/?~N and Bt--z(/?,-+ct,)~ 
(p2 + ar) M. It is easy to verify that (p, + CX,) A (p2 + cx2) Gr (/?, A b2) + 
(x, A a2), so we can take PEP, A B2. 
(iii) By (ii)+: B/,-u {Pz} +-“y+aM and B/zu {a~} +-=yz. (i) 
ensures that fi ds y, so, by rule (G =), B/z u {Bz} kr fi -+ EM. Then 
B F--= fly aM, since z 4 FL’(M). 1 
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Recall that the term model of P-equality A(p)= (A/p, ., [ j.K(B)) is 
defined by 
n/fl={[M]IMisaterm} where [M]={IVIN=~M) 
CM. CNI = t-MN1 
and 
[kqff’“‘= [M[x, : = 44, )‘.., x,, : = M,,]], where Q-xi) = [M,] 
and I+‘(M) = .(.Y, ,..., x,, ) . 
As proved in Hindley (1982, 1983), given a term M we can extend any 
basis B to a basis B+ which contains infinitely many statements r~y,.~ for all 
cx E T, and i E N, where the variables y,, are all distinct and do not occur 
in B and M. We refer to Hindley (1982, 1983) for the technical details. 
Note that B ez crM iff Bt cz KM. 
Let Var denote the set of term variables. 
1.8 DEFINITION. (i) ~J-$j(cp) = {[M] 1 B+ I-~ cpMJ. 
(ii) to: Var -+ A/j? is the environment defined by 
&)(x) = [xl. 
It is easy to verify that [[MJ [“” = [Ml. 
1.9. LEMMA. Let d r be an invariant type theory, 
(i) %r~(a)=([M]lB*+” ctM}forafla~T,. 
(ii) Y’+j respects 6,. 
(iii) ,M(fl), to, v‘i + B. 
Proof. (i) By induction on c(. If c1 is atomic, use Definition 1.8. If 
c1= fi A y, use the induction hypothesis and rule ( A I). If c( E fi + y, we 
have 
(2) B+ +“p+yM*‘fN(B+ bZPN-B+ +@4N)) 
by (--+E) 
=‘dNCNI E**;(B) * CMNl E vL’:(~)) 
by the induction hypothesis 
* CM1 E v3a + Y). 
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(s) cw E rw+ Y) * (VNNI E euu +- CMNI E CXY)) 
by definition 
=z-VN(B+ I-~‘N=~--B+ dy(MN)) 
by the induction hypothesis 
=a B+ += y(Mz) 
by 1.7(iii) since B+ = B+/z u {flz}. 
(ii) Immediate from (i) and rule (Go). 
(iii) C~XE B* B+ tlrctx 
* [xl E ~3~) from (i) 
* 1x1 p E v-;(u) by definition of to. 1 
1.10. THEOREM (Completeness). Let d z be an invariant type theory. 
(i) J?(B), to, Vi /= c&I+ Bt” c&f. 
(ii) BtraMoB t=zcM. 
ProoJ (i) 
(ii) (3) By 1.6. 
(-=) Immediate from (i) and 1.9(ii). 1 
Remarks. (i) As suggested by one of the referees, one could extend 
Definitions 1.4 and 1.5 to structures (D, ., [ ] ) that do not satisfy /I and 
ask about a general completeness theorem over such weaker structures. We 
conjecture that a result of this kind could be proved by using 
<9=, ‘, [I 1”) (as defined in Sect. 2). 
(ii) Our completeness theorem extends easily to quotient set seman- 
tics (in fact completeness with respect to the simple semantics implies com- 
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pleteness with respect to the quotient set semantics), but it does not extend, 
in general, to F-semantics (Dezani and Margaria, 1984). 
2. FILTER MODELS 
Filter models have been introduced in Barendregt et al. (1983) and have 
been studied to some extent in Coppo et al. (1983b). 
Given a type theory 6Z over TA, we define the corresponding filter 
domain by taking the subsets of T, closed under A and <Z. We refer to 
Coppo et al. (1983b) for more discussions and proofs. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let d L‘ be a type theory over T,. 
(i) An abstract filter d with respect to 6 Z is a non empty subset of 
T,, such that: 
(ii) If Xc T,, z 7 X is the minimal abstract filter which contains X. If 
a E T,, then we use the abbreviation z t a for Z t {a}. 
(iii) FZ= {did is an abstract filter with respect to <=> is thefifter 
domain of the type theory 6=. 
Filter domains can be seen as a particular case of Scott’s Information 
Systems (Scott, 1982) over T,. In fact, we can interpret “ A ” as the con- 
structor of finite subsets of T,, whose elements either are atomic types or 
are built by the “+” operator. Our inclusion relation corresponds to the 
entailment relation. More precisely, /?, A ... A p, GE a iff {pi ,..., 8,) + a 
in the corresponding information system (the translation is explicitly given 
in Coppo et al.. 1983a). 
Let us recall that an applicative structure is a pair (D, .) where 
“.“: D x D + D. Filter domains can be turned into applicative structures in 
the following way. 
2.2. DEFINITION. “.“: 8” x Fz -+ 9’ is defined by d.e= 
(flISxEecr-+flEd). 
It can be easily checked that application is well defined, i.e., that d. e E Fz 
whenever d, e E 9”. 
In Coppo et al. (1983b) it has been proved that filter domains are com- 
plete o-algebraic lattices (with respect to set inclusion) in which “r o is the 
least element and {= 7 a 1 c( E T, } is the set of the finite elements (recall that 
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an element d of a complete lattice D is finite iff, for every directed subset 
XE D, d c u X implies that 3e E X such that d c e). Moreover “.” is con- 
tinuous in both arguments (with respect to the Scott topology; Barendregt, 
1984, 1.2). 
An applicative structure (D, .) is extensional iff d, d = d, . d for all d E D 
implies d, = d,. There is a simple characterization of the type theories 
whose filter domains determine extensional applicative structures. The 
result is from Coppo et al. (1983b, Theorem 2.16). 
2.3. THEOREM. Let Gz be a type theory over T,A. (Fz, .) is an exten- 
sional applicative structure iff for all cp E A, cp - =( CI, -+ 8,) A . . . A 
(a,, +B,,).for sOme uIr..., ~1,~ PI,..., Pn~ T,4. 
We can now introduce the notion of interpretation of terms of the A- 
calculus in filter domains. If D is a domain, let [D + D] denote the set of 
continuous functions from D to D (in the Scott topology; Barendregt, 
1984, 1.2). 
2.4. DEFINITION. (i) Let G’: [F” + S’] -+ YZ be defined as 
GZ(f)==T {~-BIB~.f(ztCo). 
(ii) Let {: Var -+ FL and M a term. The interpretation of M in FE 
via t (denoted [Tm f) is defined by: 
(iii) .F--’ is a filter model iff (9’, ., [I 1’) is a i-model. 
The crucial point in Definition 2.4(ii) is, obviously, (3). In fact, we have 
that (.F:‘, ., [r 1”) is a I-model iff [IE.x.mf. d = [mfrd,,I. This follows 
from Definitions 5.3.1-5.3.2 of Barendregt (1984), since we can easily show 
(Coppo et al., 1983b) that rule (t) of A-calculus (weak extensionality) is 
always satisfied in filter domains. As an immediate consequence we have 
that if (sZ, ., [ 4’) is a A-algebra (in the sense of Barendregt and 
Koymans, 1980; Barendregt, 1984, 5.2; Meyer, 1981) then it is also a 1- 
model (note that there are A-algebras which are not A-models, see Baren- 
dregt and Koymans, 1980). 
Not all type theories yield filter models. We give a syntactic charac- 
terization of them in Theorem 2.6. 
Given a type theory <=, the interpretation of a term in (FL, ., [ 1”) 
coincides with the set of types that can be assigned to it, as stated in the 
next theorem, proved in Coppo et al. (1983b, Theorem 4.7). If 
5: Var + FE, B; is the basis defined as B, = {RX) a E t(x)}. 
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2.5. THEOREM. [kfJ$= {ctl BgbZaM}. 
Theorem 2.5 is very useful since it gives a constructive definition of the 
interpretation of M in FZ. It has been used in Barendregt et al. (1983) to 
prove the completeness of the type assignment induced by < a. 
Through Theorem 2.5 we can also give a characterization of the type 
theories that yield I-models. This is also a result of Coppo et al. (1983b). 
2.6. THEOREM. ( F*Iz, . , [ 1” ) is n i-model iff 
[Bt--Za-+pAx.M*B/xu {ax} I---“/M]. 
Since, in a I-model, all /?-convertible terms have the same value (in a given 
environment), we have easily the following: 
2.7. COROLLARY. (i) (Y’, ., [ 1’) IS a jw-model (ff the type theory <I 
is invariant. 
(ii) Types are invariant under /I-conversion of terms iff they are so 
under /&reduction. 
Proof (i) (Only if) Immediate by 2.5. 
(If) By 2.6 we must prove that B 0 a --+ /I Ax.M * B/x u {ax} I--= PM. 
If we assume z q! FV(M) we have 
B F-~ a -+ b 1.x.M * B/z u (az 1 kr /3( (Ix.M) z) 
*B/zu {az} +“flM[x:=z] 
=S B/xu {ax} tiZ/IM. 
(ii) It is easy to verify that types are invariant under b-expansion. Let 
/I, N,..., /?,, N be all the statements whose subject is N in a proof of 
B +---I aM[s := N]. Then we can build a proof of B I---= (fi, A ... A fi,,) -+ 
!X i..u. M, a proof of B t-= /I, A . A B,, N and conclude (using ( -+E)) B += 
a( (3,x.M) N). i 
An interesting class of type theories induces filter models which are 
isomorphic to A-models defined by the classical Scott’s inverse limit 
construction (Scott, 1972). 
We assume the reader has some familiarity with the construction of Scott 
( 1972). An inverse limit space D which satisfies D = [D + D] (up to 
isomorphism) is defined starting from a continuous lattice D, and a projec- 
tion (i,j) of D, = [D, -+ DO] on D,. Let us recall that if D, D’ are two con- 
tinuous lattices, a projection of D’ on D is a pair of continuous maps 
i: D--t D’ and j: D’+ D such that inj 5 id,,. and joi=id, (where id, 
represents the identity function on the domain E). 
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The choice of D, and (i, j) determines for each n >, 0 a projection (i,, j, ) 
of D,, + I = CD,, + D,, 1 on R,. The inverse limit D, = lim D, of this chain 
is, in its turn, a continuous lattice. Moreover, each D, can be embedded in 
D,. In the following discussion we identify the elements of D, with their 
projections in D,, . As proved in Scott (1972), D, satisfies D, = 
[D ~ -+ D x ] (up to isomorphism) and, then, yields an extensional I-model 
(Barendregt, 1984, 18.2). 
Given a lattice D and a, h E D, let fU.h be the (step) function defined by 
~,Jx)= if a c x then h else 1. In the standard construction of D,, the 
initial projections (i,Y,j,) are defined by i,Y(a) =fi L1 and j,(f) =S(I), while 
the choice of D, is somewhat arbitrary. In fact ‘it is well known (Baren- 
dregt, 1984, 19.2) that, in this case, the local structure of the model is 
independent of D,. 
The connections between (extensional) filter domains and inverse limit 
spaces have been investigated in Coppo et al. (1983b) and Coppo et al. 
(1983a, 1984). The general result of Coppo et al. (1984) is that each inverse 
limit space D, , built from a countably based algebraic D,, is isomorphic 
both as lattice and as applicative structure to a (constructively defined) 
filter domain. 
2.8. DEFINITION. Let D, be a countably based algebraic complete lattice 
(with respect to a partial order c ) and (i,j) a projection of [D, + DO] on 
D,. Define A as the set of atomic types indexed by the finite elements of D, 
different from I (i.e., A = { cpU 1 a # I and a is a finite element of D, }) and 
6 + as the type theory over T,, generated by 
cp,, - + (cp,,, + (P/l) A ” * (CPU,, + (Ph,,) if i(a)= u A,+, (a# 1) I <,<,I 
where we assume ‘pI = o. 
2.9. THEOREM. Let D,, (i, j), A, and < + he defined as in 2.8, D,, be the 
inverse limit space built starting ,from D, using (i, j), and 9 + be the filter 
domain qf the type theory < + . Then D, and F + are isomorphic both as 
lattices and as applicative structures. 
For example, the standard D, of Scott (1982) built starting from a two 
point lattice D, = I-L, T ) is isomorphic to Pzo where A, = {qT ) and 
2, G T,,, x T.,,, is the type theory generated by qT -c‘0 o -+ (pT. 
Theorem 2.9 is proved in Coppo et al. (1984) using the (slightly dif- 
ferent) formalism of Scott’s information systems (Scott, 1982) (in the same 
paper, however, the connections between the two formalisms are clarified). 
But the idea behind this construction can be easily shown. Note that in this 
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isomorphism, + t cpO corresponds to (the projection in D, of) a ED,,, 
+ r (cp, + (Pi) corresponds to (the projection in D, of) f,,b~ [D, -+ D,] 
and if + t tl corresponds to d, + t/I corresponds to e, then + t a A /I 
corresponds to d u e. Therefore, since u, G js ,, f+, is projected on a, we 
force cp, to be equivalent to (cp,, -+ (P,,,) A ... A (cp,,, -+ (P,,,), thus obtaining 
+t9,=+t((9w+9b,b “. *(9,,,+9/J). 
Recall that if (D, .) is an extensional applicative structure, there is (if 
any) a unique possible choice of the interpretation [ ] of a term (Hindley 
and Longo, 1980; Meyer, 1981). Therefore the isomorphism of (D,, .) 
and (F:‘, .) as applicative structures determines the isomorphism of the 
corresponding A-models (Barendregt, 1983). 
3. THE MODEL 0% 
In this section we define an inverse limit space D*,, which has a non 
Hilbert-Post complete theory. Moreover D!J provides a simple semantic 
characterization of normalizable terms (see Sect. 4). 
The definition of D*, is given through the corresponding type theory 
6 *, which has been suggested by a type assignment system introduced in 
Coppo and Dezani (1979a) for studying termination property of terms, and 
further developed in Salle (1978) and Coppo et al. ( 1979b). 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let A*= {cp,, 9DT i. <,G T,**x T,4e is the minimal 
inclusion relation such that: 
(1) 9T <,9,3 
f2) 9*-*9T-+9*? 
(3) (PT - *9*+9T. 
In the theory < * type 9* is intended to represent the class of nor- 
malizable terms while type 9T is intended to represent the class of terms h4 
such that NM is normalizable whenever N is normalizable. So the property 
represented by (Pi is stronger than the property represented by 9.+ (point 1 
of Definition 3.1) and a normalizable term yields a normalizable term 
whenever applied to a term having type (pT (point 2 of Definition 3.1). 
Analogously the application of a term having type (PT to a term having 
type 9* yields a term having type (PT (Definition 3.1 (3)). These properties 
of the type assignment +--* are proved in Section 4. 
Theorem 2.9 suggests the following defmition of an inverse limit space 
D*, isomorphic to the filter domain s* generated by < *. 
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3.2. DEFINITION. (i) Let D* be the three element complete lattice 
{I, *, T ) where I 5 * c T and (i,,j,) be the projection of [D* -+ D*] 
on D* such that 
i*(l)=f,,. 
i*(*) =fT- , * 
i*( T ) =f,. T 
(ii) 0% is the inverse limit space built from D* and (i,,j*). 
(iii) (Dz, ., [ 4 ) is the A-model determined by D*, (where “.” is 
defined following Scott, 1972). 
Observe that (i,,j,) is well defined by Proposition 3.10 of Scott (1972) 
since given i, there is a unique j, such that (i*, j*) is a projection of 
[D* + D*] on D* (namelyj,(f) = u{xl i*(x) E f} wherefE [D* + D*] 
and XE D*). As an immediate consequence of 2.9 we have 
3.3. THEOREM. (Df&, .) and (9*, .) are isomorphic (and, hence, 
(9*, ., [ ]*) is a ;l-model). 
From Theorem 3.3 we obtain the following corollary, which will be 
useful later. 
3.4. COROLLARY. (i) M=a,N+[Bt-*aMoBt*olN]. 
(ii) B t* a + blx.M* B/x u (ax} t-* PM. 
(iii) c( + p < * y ~6,whereS?c~o~y6,aandB6,6. 
Proof. (i) By 2.7(i) and the fact that ,q* is extensional. 
(i) By 2.6. 
(iii) By Theorem 2.13 of Coppo et al. ( 1983b) since all continuous 
functions (and, hence, all step functions) are representable in F*. 1 
In the rest of this section we characterize the formal theory of 9*. 
Obviously all results hold also for 02. 
Recall that the theory of a A-model A? = (D, ., [ 1) is the set 
Th(d)={M=N([m,=(rNJ; f or all environments <) (cf. e.g., Baren- 
dregt, 1984, 19). A theory Th is Hilbert-Post complete iff for every equation 
M= N either M= NE Th or Th u {M= N} is inconsistent. 
It is well known (Hyland, 1976; Barendregt, 1984, 19.2) that the theory 
of each inverse limit space D, built from the standard projections (i,,j,) is 
complete independently of the initial lattice D,. More precisely, we have 
Th(D,) =X* where Z* is the (unique) completion of the theory Y? 
obtained by equating all unsolvable terms. In the case of 0% we prove 
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X $ Th(D*,) S+ X*. In particular Th(Dz) coincides with Morris’ exten- 
sional theory (Morris, 1968) called .&, in Barendregt ( 1984, 16.4). 
We need the standard definitions of A-Q-calculus and Q-reduction rules. 
Following Barendregt (1984, 14.3) the set of &Q-terms is obtained by 
adding a constant 52 to the formation rules of terms. In the &R-calculus 
we have the following Q-reduction rules (besides rules c1 and /3), 
for all M and X. 
The notion of fiqSZ-conversion =B,,n is introduced in the usual way 
(Wadsworth, 1976). A E.-Q-term A is a fi$2-normal form (Pr,rQ-n.f.) iff A 
cannot be reduced using /?, q and O-reduction rules. 
Let P be a i.-Q-term and A and /3r@-n.f., A is an approximant of P 
(A 5 ‘I P) iff SIP’ = ,],{ P such that A matches P’ except at occurrences of Q 
in A. Last, define dv(P) = {A 1 A kV P}. It is well known that the set of 
&Q-n.f.s is a coherent c.p.0. with respect to 5 ~ and that, for all P, dv( P) is 
directed. The type assignment of Definition 1.3 can be extended to I-Q- 
terms without modifications. 
3.5. THEOREM. B +* ctM o 3A E dq(M) such that B +* ctA. 
Proof ( =s) By definition, there is M’ =p,, M such that A matches M’ 
except at occurrences of 52 in A. Therefore we obtain a deduction of 
B +--* aM’ using rule (w) to assign type o to the terms which are replaced 
by Q in A. Last, we obtain B I--* crM by 3.4(i). 
(-) The rather technical proof is given in Appendix A. i 
3.6. COROLLARY. M=psa N=s-[B+*crMoB+--*UN] 
Proc?fI B+*xM=3A s,MB+*ctA=>B+*aNsince A &,,N. 1 
Let us extend I[ ] * to &Q-terms by assuming [s2] F= * T w. 
3.7 THEOREM (Approximation theorem). [Tm F= u { [[Aa rl A E S+(M) >. 
Proof Immediate from 3.5 and 2.5. 1 
By 3.7 we have that d c* is a continuous A-model in the sense of Baren- 
dregt (1984, 19.3). Continuous A-models have many interesting properties. 
The most important one is that the fixed point combinator Y is interpreted 
as the least fixed point operator. 
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Let M E* N iff B* k McN (i.e., if, for all r, J[MJ:E [Nj:) and 
M=*NiffF*/=M=N. 
The definition of context C[ ] is standard (see, e.g., Barendregt, 1984, 
2.1.18). 
3.8 LEMMA. (i) M E * N and BI-* cK[M] imply B t-* aC[N]. 
(ii) B+*c&ecr~*t~. 
(iii) (P.++(P&*~o. 
Proof. (i) Note that by 2.5 M c * N iff for all basis B’: 
{/I B’ +* /?M} c {/?I B’ +* PN). Therefore, given a deduction of 
B +* crC[M], we obtain a deduction of B F--* crC[N] simply by replacing 
each subdeduction of j?M by a deduction of /IN. 
(ii) (* ) By induction on deductions (note that we can apply only rules 
(01, ( A 4, ( A EL and (d ,I). 
( -=G= ) Trivial. 
(iii) Define 0~ T,, inductively by o E 0; a E fi =P /I + r E 0; 
a, j3 E fi 3 x A BE R. By induction on the definition of < * one can 
show CXE~, a<,Pob~fi. It follows that r~fi-=a-,~~ Clearly 
cP,+cP*4fl. I 
Let us recall the following properties of 5 ‘I which are proved in 
Wadsworth ( 1976). 
3.9. LEMMA. A Lq M and A’ 5, C[A] imply A’ 5 ~ C[M] for all con- 
texts C[ 1. 
(ii) If A E rl N then there is a context C[ ] such that 
C[A] =,j,ln I = k~ and C[N] =,j,,n L? 
3.10. THEOREM (Characterization of c * ). 
(i) A4 c* N~.QZ,,(M)E.&JN). 
(ii) M=* No..c$(M)=,d,,(N). 
Proof: (i)(e) Immediate from 3.7. 
(a ) Assume that JzJ~(M) G dq(N) and M E * N. 
J;4,(W @ ~4i(N) 
*3A z,MA E,,N 
*IA 5,MW 1 CCAl=,g,n I and C[ N] =,+,R Q by 3.9( ii ). 
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Now we have F--* ‘p* -+ (p* C[M] by 3.5 since I &,, C[M] by 3.9(i) and 
I-* ‘p* + ‘p*I. But, then, M E * N implies +* (p* + (p,C[N] by 3.8(i) 
which is a contradiction by 3.8(ii) and (iii) since C[N] = B,,n 52. 
(ii) Immediate from (i). 1 
As proved in Hyland (1975) the theory {M=Nl&q(M)=dv(N)) is 
exactly .a,, of Barendregt (1984, 16.4), where it is proved that 
,Z q &, q X*. Then we have X q Th(F*) 7 X*. This result extends 
immediately to Dz, by the isomorphism proved in 3.3. 
3.11. THEOREM. Th( D*, ) = .Y,,, is not Hilbert-Post complete. 
4. D*, AND NORMALIZATION PROPERTIES OF TERMS 
In this section we use the results of Sections 2 and 3 to prove some 
properties of normalizable terms. The first one is that the terms having a 
normal form can be characterized in 9* (0: ) as the terms whose value, in 
a suitable environment, is greater than *fq* (the projection in 0: of *). 
This is, to the author’s knowledge, the first purely semantic charac- 
terization of the normalizable terms. 
Moreover we prove the completeness of +* for all types without 
occurrences of “ A ” with respect to a type interpretation d‘* in c&‘(p) 
which is based on normalization properties of terms. More precisely 
Y ‘*(cp,) is the set of all the normalizable terms (modulo =,$) and I’*(cpr) 
is the set of all terms M such that, for all normalizable N, NM is nor- 
malizable (modulo =,<). This justifies also the properties of types ‘p.+, (pT 
introduced informally in Section 3. Another result is the characterization of 
a class of maximal monoids (with respect to the operation of composition) 
of normalizable terms. 
Let BT = (cp,.ulseVari. 
4. I. THEOREM. (i ) M has a head normal ,form tff there exists a basis B 
and a tj’pe 2 4 * w such that B F-* aM. 
(ii) M has a normal,form {ff B, I--*‘p* M. 
Proqf. (i)(e) By Theorem 3.5, B+*aM*3A s,,M:Bt--*aA. 
B+* %A, with u 7L* Q implies A f 52 by 3.8(ii), i.e., M has a head normal 
form. 
( + ) Straightforward. 
(ii) (==) B, +-* cp*M=>3A 5 ~ M: B, I--* ‘p* A. We prove that Q does 
not occur in A by induction on A. 
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A E 52. Impossible by (i). 
A E X. Trivial. 
A = Rx.A’. B, +*‘p* Lx.A’* B, +* (Pi -+ cp,Lx.A’ 
~BT/xu{cpT.~}~*cp,A by 3.4(ii) 
-B, t* ‘p.+.A’. 
A=xA,...A,,. B, +*Q*A*B~+*(P*A; (lfidn) by Lemma A.3(i) 
given in Appendix A. 
(a) Induction on the normal form of M. 1 
A semantic characterization of the terms having a normal form follows 
immediately from 4.1. 
Let t1 : Var -+F* be defined by tT(~x)=*fq7. 
4.2. COROLLARY. M has a normal form ijjf *TV* E [MJ r, . 
Proof: By 2.5, *fq* G [MJ& iff B;, F--* q*M. Now observe that 
B7 G B+ and CY.XEB:~ implies B, I-* cx So we complete the proof 
using 4.l(ii). 1 
To obtain the statement of Theorem 4.2 for D*, we must only replace 
*TV.+, *tqT by (the projections in D*, of) *, T, and c by c. Observe 
that {xl * E x} is an open set in the Scott topology and that, for closed 
terms, the interpretation is independent of the environment. 
We can also give a characterization of the terms having type (PT 
(via BT ). 
4.3. THEOREM. The following four conditions are equivalent. 
(i) B, t-* qDT M. 
(ii) *fqT = [MJ* CT 
(iii) For all normalizable N, NM is normalizable. 
(iv) For all n >O and N, ,..., N, normalizable, MN, . . . N, is nor- 
malizable. 
Proof: (i) o (ii) Immediate by 2.5. 
(i) j (iii) Immediate by ‘p* -* (pT -+ ‘p.+ and 4.l(ii). 
(iii) * (i) The rather technical proof is given in Appendix B. 
(iii)-(iv) Take N=Az.zN,...N,,. 
(iv) =z. (iii) By induction on the normal form of N. 1 
Theorem 4.3(iii) justifies the axiom q.+ - * (pT + cp.+ .
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More generally we can give a complete characterization in terms of nor- 
malization properties of the terms having a type without occurrences of 
“A .” To this aim we introduce a new interpretation V* of types in &Z(b). 
We prove the completeness of +* (restricted to arrow types) with respect 
to this interpretation. 
4.4. DEFINITION. (i) The set T, of arrow types is defined by 
(1) w,q,,(PTET,, 
(2) cc,B~T,==-cc+p~T,. 
(ii) An urrow basis is a basis in which all predicates are arrow types 
and no two statements have the same subject. 
(iii) I ‘*: T,. -+ 9(/i/p) is defined by 
(1) V*(cp,) = {[Ml 1 M is normalizable}, 
(2) Y ‘*( (pT ) = { [M] 1 for all normalizable N, NM is nor- 
malizable ). 
So, for instance, 3’*((p, -+ cp,) is the set of all terms which yield a nor- 
maiizable term whenever applied to a normalizable term. 
Note that 3’-* is different from the interpretation Vi* introduced in 
Section 1. For instance, $^*(cp,) $ V”5:(cp,): in fact B: +* cp*N does 
not imply B, +* ‘p.+ N (N could contam a variable y,.; which does not 
occur in B, ). 
Let BfM={ ) ax axEB, a & q7. and XEFV(M)) u (oxlx~FV(M) and 
x&W(B)}. 
4.5. LEMMA. Let a be an arrow type, B an arrow basis and 
BfM = {a,.~, / 0 < i$ n} (n 2 0). If B hL* aM then there exist N, ,..., N, such 
that B, +-* a,N, (O<i<n) and B, tt* aM[x, := N, ,..., x,:= N,]. 
The proof is given in Appendix C. 
4.6. THEOREM. (i) Let a be an arrow type. Then BT F---* aMo [M] E 
Y -*(a). 
(ii) (Relative completeness). Let a be an arrow t.vpe and B an arrow 
basis. Then Bc* aMoAf( Y*, B k aA4. 
ProoJ: (i) By induction on a. If a is o the proof is trivial. If a is (p* or 
v-r the proof follows from 4.1 (ii) and 4.3. Let a = j3 -+ y. 
(*) Let [N] E I ‘*(p). By the induction hypothesis B, +-* BN. So 
BT t* y(MN) which implies, by the induction hypothesis, [MN] E Y-*(y). 
(-=) Assume B, hL* fi+yM. Then B,/,-u (azj tA* y(Mz), where 
z 4 FV(M), by 1.7(iii). By 4.5, then, 3N such that B, I-* BN (i.e., 
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[N] E F‘*(p) by the induction hypothesis) and BT I+* y(MN). Then by 
the induction hypothesis [MN] $ V”*(y) which implies [M] $ -Y*(a). 
(ii) (a) By soundness. 
(+) Assume BhL*aM. Let BtM={a,xiIO<i<n}. By Lemma 4.5, 
3N , ,..., N,, such that B, +* a,Ni (i.e., N;E V*(ai) by (i)) and B, G* 
aM[.u, := N, ,..., x,, := N,, ] which implies by (i) [M[xi := N,,..., 
x,, := N,,]] 4 Y*(a), i.e., by definition, k’(b), V*, B v aM. 1 
We can easily obtain a result analogous to Corollary 4.3 for all arrow 
types. 
4.7. COROLLARY. If a is an arrow type, the following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) B, t* aM. 
(ii) *tcl c [MJ? ‘I’ 
(iii) For all N such that BT t-* a -+ q* N, NM is normalizable. 
Proof (i) o (ii) Immediate by 2.5. 
(i) * (iii) Immediate by 4.l(ii). 
(iii) =S (i) By cases on a; a -* w trivial. 
asa,+ .‘. +a,!‘(P*, 
B, +*aM*B?/.u ,... /.~,,u~a,.~,Ildi~nJhL*(~*(Mx~...x,,), 
where I, # FV(M) for 1 6 i < n by 1.7(iii) 
*3N ,,..., N,, suchthatB,k*a,N,(ldi<n) 
and B, &* (p*(MN, ... N,,) by 4.5 
(note that when ai z (pT we can choose N, z xi). 
Then if we choose NE k.rN, .*. N,, (where z $ FV(N, ... N,,)) we have 
that B, t-* x + (p* N and NM is not normalizable by 4.l(ii). 
B, hL* CXM =s 3N, ,..., N,, 
such that B, +* cliNi (1 d i < n) 
and B, I+* (pT(MN, . * . N,) as in previous case 
suchthatB,+*cp,N,(n+l<i<m) 
and MN, ’ . . N,, is not normalizable by 4.3. 
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Then if we choose N s &.=N, ... N,, (where z +! FV(N, ... N,,,)) we have 
B, I--* CI -+ ‘p* N and NM not normalizable. 1 
Theorem 4.6 does not hold for arbitrary types in TA*. In fact, if 
ao-w-+-,cp, A cp*+fpT, we have &(/I), S^*, {!.xo,~} k w+(pT.y while 
(aox} &* 0 + (PT X since a0 & .+ 0 + VT. To prove =d(B), %‘*, (@o-Y) + 
w+(p;x take an arbitrary [M] E l’*(u -+ ‘p* A ‘p* + (PT ). [M] E 
‘I^*(u + rp,) means that for all N, MN is normalizable, and this is possible 
only if M reduces to a term ~.u.M’, where .Y does not occur in M’. 
CM1 E v*(q, -+ (PT) implies BT'-*'P*-,(PTM by 4.6(i), i.e., 
B, t-* (p.+ --) cp- i.u.M’ and, since s does not occur in M’, 
BT/x+-* (PT M’. So we conclude BT +* o--f cpT k.M’ (i.e., by 4.6(i) 
[M] E-k ‘*(co -+ (pT )). 
In the last part of this section we will show an application of previous 
results to the characterization of a class of maximal monoids of nor- 
malizable terms. 
Church (1937) proved that the whole set of terms forms a semigroup 
with respect to the composition operator B = i~yz.x(yz). This is not true 
for the set of normalizable terms since the composition of two arbitrary 
normalizable terms can have no normal form. In Coppo and Dezani 
(1979a) a sufficient condition is given to characterize sets of normalizable 
terms which form semigroups with respect to B. In this section we show 
that there is an infinite number of maximal monoids of normalizable terms, 
in particular we define a maximal monoid for any arrow type of the shape 
m + a such that q- <,a <,cp,. Let MC N be an infix form for BMN. 
4.8. DEFINITION. (i) A semigroup is any set of terms closed under com- 
position. 
(ii) A semigroup .Y is a monoid if the combinator I s i~.x belongs 
to 9. 
(iii) Y; = {MI B I-* ctM). 
(iv) A type GI is proper iff a is an arrow type and cp- 6, CI 6, ‘p*. 
Y” is short for YP;I~. 
Observe that, for all /3 6, ~1, Y;+p is a semigroup (in fact, in this case, 
+-*(a + b) + (a -+ b) + CI -+ j?B) and that Y;‘I is a monoid. Moreover, if 
a+B 6, (P* (U +a <* cp,), by Theorem 4.l(ii) Y’*8 (Y’+‘) is a 
semigroup (monoid) of normalizable terms. Note that CL + a 6, cp * iff 
(PT ~,"l~,~, iff o does not occur in a. 
We say that a monoid J@ of normalizable terms is maximal if VN 4 &? 
there exist M, and M, in & such that M, 0 No M2 does not have a normal 
form. Our result is that for all proper a Y r + a is maximal. This was proved 
in Dezani and Ermine (1982) only in the particular case a -* ‘p*. 
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4.9. THEOREM. rf 01 is proper, 9”’ a is a maximal monoid of nor- 
malizable terms. 
Proof Since c(-+c( <*cp*, Y a + ’ is a monoid of normalizable terms. 
Assume B, hL* o! -+ UN, 
B, hL* Q + EN = B, /x u {ax} hL* a(Nx) 
where x$FV(N) by 1.7(iii) 
= 3P B, t-* CXP and B, hL* c((NP) 
by 4.5 (if a= qDT we can choose P E x), 
B,&*c((NP)*Z!Q Bi~*cc+cp,Q and 
Q(NP) has no normal form by 4.7. 
Then a possible choice is M, = j.y.:(Q.y) where y $ FV(Q) and M, = 2t.P 
where t 4 FV(P), since B, +--* cx + c&f,, B, +* a -+ CLM? and M, 0 N 0 M, 
= LLZ(Q(NP)) has no normal form. 1 
Note that not all maximal monoids of normalizable terms are of the 
shape Y” - =, not even if we assume OL to be an arbitrary type of T: (such 
that B, +--* c( + CXM implies that M is normalizable). For example, con- 
sider a maximal extension M0 of the monoid generated by the set of terms 
(1, A, 0, K ) where A = ku~, 0 = E,q.y, and K = i.~y.s. We prove that 
there is no type c1 such that a 7L* w and c( + c( can be deduced for all 
elements of this monoid. Suppose that such an CI exists. Let 
Lx- *A I <,<,tz aj ( II), . . . +rrj”’ -$;) where $,E (cp*, cp- } (this can be 
assumed by 2.3 and /3 -+ o -* o for all B). Observe that x 7L.+ ‘p* and 
LI 7L*(pi since hL*(p*+q*A and tk*qT-+~rO. From t-*cI-+~~K” 
(where K” = K 0 . . . o K = j>.u,s, . . . y,,..u belongs to ~MO) we have CI 6, I+!I; _h__ 
,t times 
(16i6m) by 1.7(i), i.e., a6,/jlGiGmrji. From +--*c~+ctA we have 
c( G*U+a,i.e., 
which implies, by 2.13 of Coppo et al. ( 1983b), A, <,<,,, $, <* tl. Then 
lh\,<i<,,, tiiG* c? G.+ A, GrGm tii, i.e., either CI -* ‘p* or CI -.+ (PT which is a . . 
contradiction. 
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5(d) 
Theorem 3.5 is proved using a variant of Tait’s notion of computability 
(Tait, 1967; Stenlund, 1972). The key point of this proof is the definition, 
by induction on types, of a predicate Comp(B, a, M). We prove (by induc- 
tion on types) that Comp(B, a, M) implies 3A 5 rl M such that B +* aA 
(this latter property being denoted App( B, a, M)) and (by induction on 
derivations) that B I--* aM implies Comp(B, a, M). 
Let a denote a sequence M, ,..., M,, (n 20) of terms. iv%i stands for 
NM, ... M,,. If P( ) is a predicate, P(Q) stands for P(M,) and ... and 
f’(M,,). 
A.1. DEFINITION. (i) App(B, a, M) iff 3A Z tl M such that B I--* aA. 
(ii) Comp(B, a, M) is defined by induction on a: 
(1) Comp( B, o, M) is true, 
(2) Comp(B, (P*, W iffApp(B, (P*, Ml, 
(3) Comp(B,cpT,W iff App(&cpT,W and CApp(B',cp,,%+ 
APP(BU B’, ‘pi > m)l, 
(4) Comp( B, a -+ p, M) if Comp( B’, a, N) * Comp( B u B’, j?, 
MN), 
(5) Comp( B, a A p, M) if Comp(B, a, M) and Comp(B, j?, M). 
Observe that Comp, as well as App, is invariant under fi@2-conversion 
of terms, i.e., if M=,jan N then Comp( B, a, M) iff Comp( B, a, N) (and the 
same holds for App). 
A.2. LEMMA. (i) App(B, a, x&I)=Comp(B, a, .&I). 
(ii) Comp(B, a, M) * App(B, a, M). 
Proof. We prove (i) and (ii) simultaneously by induction on a. If 
a = tp*, (PT or a z /3 A y the proof is easy. Let a = fl-+ y. We prove (i) first. 
Note that Comp(B’, b, N) implies App(B’, j?, N) by the induc_tion 
hypothesis (ii). Therefore by rule (-+E) we have App(B u B’, y, xMN) 
which implies Comp(Bu B’, y% xfiN) by the induction hypothesis (i). We 
conclude Comp( B, /I -+ y, .x&l). 
(ii) Take z$ W(M) u W(B) (as remarked in Sect. 1, we can always 
find such a z). We have App( {/?z}, B, z) which implies, by the induction 
hypothesis (i), Comp( {Bx}, b, z). 
Comp(B, B --, Y, M) and Comp( { Pz}, 8, z) * Comp(B u (Pz}, Y, Mz) 
*APP(Bu {Bz}, Y, Mz) by the induction hypothesis (ii) 
*3A &,,Mz such that Bu {flz} I-* yA. 
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Last, observe that A G,, Mz=z-1z.A &,q M and, by rule (+I), 
Bu{/?z}+*yA=-Bt-*fl-qlz.A. 1 
A.3. LEMMA. Let z $ Z+‘(B). 
(i) BU((PTz}+*aztianda ?L*OimplyqT <,a, BU{(PTz}+* 
q.+Mi for 1 di<n and Bu {qTz} +* qTzfi. 
(ii) App(Bu {(PT z}, a, M) and cOmp(B’, (PT, N) imply App(Bu B’, 
a, M[z := IV]). 
Proof: Let B”= BU {(PTz}, 
(i) B” F-* crz&l* 38, ,..., fl,l such that B” +* /I, + . . -+ /?,, + az and 
B” +* jiM, for 1 < i 6 n by repeated applications of 1.7(ii). Then 
(PT 6, PI + “’ -+ /?,, + a by 1.7(i) and, since 
we have 8, 6, ‘p* for 1 di<n and cp T 6, a by n applications of 3.4 (iii) 
(note that by hypothesis a 7L* w). 
(ii) App(B”, a, M) implies, by definition, that there is A LV M such that 
B” +* aA. We prove the lemma by induction on A. 
A = y ~6 z or A = 52. Trivial. 
A=,-. In this case M[z := N] E N. Comp( B’, q T , N) implies 
App(B’, (PT, N) by A.l(ii)(3) and then App(Bu B’, (pT, N). 
A=z.&. Then we have that M=P,,zl$I where Ai &,,Mi for l<i<n. 
Moreover by point (i), we have B” t-* ‘p*Ai and B” +* q*M,. Then 
App(B”, ‘p*, M,) and, by the induction hypothesis, App( Bu B’, (p.+, 
M;[z := N]) for 1 d ib n. Last, observe that M[z := N] = NM, [z := N] 
. ..M.,[z:=N] and, by Definition A.l(ii)(3), we have App(Bu B’,cp,, 
M[z := N]). The proof follows by observing that, by (i), qT 6, a. 
The case A = yA ( y f z) is simpler. 
A = ;ly.A’. In this case M=,, 1y.M’ and A’ L ~ M’. Let a N* 
/j\I<i<nfi;+Yi (see 2.3). We can assume y$FV(B’uB”). 
B”+* /j 13ijyj~y.A’~B”~*Bi~~ilZy.A’ by (nE)for l<i<n 
I<i<n 
=s B” u {j$y} I-* yi A’ by 3.4(ii) for 1 < i < n 
=S App(B u B’ u {/?[ y}, yi, M’[z := N]) 
by the induction hypothesis for 1 6 i 6 n 
=S App(B u B’, pi + yi, M[z := N]) 
by (+I) for 1 <i<n. 
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Nowletd={Ai~Ai&,,M[z:=N]andBuB’~*~i+yiAifor1<i<n} 
and A = u JZ?. Since d G dV(M[z := N]) and dV(P) is directed for all P, A 
must exist. Moreover A 5 ~ M[z := N], B u B’ +* clA, proving 
App(Bu B’, a, M[z := N]). 1 
A.4. LEMMA. (i)Comp(B,cpT,M)=>Comp(B,cp,,M). 
(ii) Comp(B, (PT , W * Comp(B, (P* + (PT 3 w. 
(iii) Comp(B, (P*, W*Comp(B, (PT --f v*, Ml. 
(iv) Comp( B, CI, M) and a < * p + Comp( B, fl, M). 
Pro@: (i) Trivial. 
(ii) (a) Let B’, N be such that Comp( B’, ‘p*, N). By Definition 
A. 1 (ii)(3) we have App(B u B’, qT, MN). Moreover let B”, P be such that 
App(B”, (p*, P). By the same point of Definition A.1 we have 
App( B u B’ u B”, (PT , MNP) proving Comp(Bu B’, (PT , MN) which 
implies by A.l(ii)(4), cOmp(& (p* -+ (PT, M). 
(=z=) By Definition A.l(ii)(3) we must prove App(B, (PT, M) and 
[App(B’, (p*, R) -App(Bu B’, (PT, &&)I. Observe that 
Comp(B,cp*-,cpT,M)~App(B,cp*~cpr,M) by A.2( ii ) 
* APP(& (PT 3 M) by (6,). 
Now let ti = N ,,..., N,, be such that App(B’, ‘p*, 6I). By A.l(ii)(2) we have 
Comp(B’, (p*, N,) and, by A.l(ii)(4), Comp(Bu B’, VT, MN,) which 
implies, by A.l(ii)(3), App(Bu B’, (PT, MN, . ..N.,). 
(iii) (a) Comp(B, (p*, W*App(B, (P*, W by definition 
*3A ~qMBt-*qT+q.+A by (<,I. 
Suppose that A is of the form ix.A’ where, without loss of generality, we 
can assume .Y $ W(B). In this case M=,, 1x. M’ where A’ 5 q M’ and we 
have immediately App( B u ($7 T x ), ‘p* , M’). 
Now assume Comp(B’, (PT , N). By A.3(ii) we have App(Bu B’, (p*, 
M’[x := N]). By Definition A.1 (ii) (2) and conversion we conclude 
Comp(Bu B’, (p*, MN). The case A = z,& is simpler. 
(-=) By A.2(ii) and (PT + cp* 6, ‘p*. 
(iv) Induction on the definition of < * using (i), (ii), and (iii). 1 
A.5 LEMMA. Let B = {a,~, ,...> Bnx, > and Comp(B,, pi, Ni) for 
1 Q id n. Then B F--* aM implies Comp(B, u . . . u B,, a, M[x, := N, ,..., 
x, := NJ). 
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Proof. Induction on the derivation showing B +* crh4. 
If the last applied rule is (< *) use A.4(iv). 
If the last applied rule is (+I) and M- 1x.M’ we have 
Let B’, N be such that Comp(B’, /I, N). 
Comp(B’, B, N) 
*Comp(B’uB,u ... uB,,y,M’[x:=N,x, :=N ,,..., x, :=N,]) 
by the induction hypothesis 
=Comp(B’u B, u ... u B,, y, (Ix.M’[x, := N ,,..., x, := NJ) N) 
since Comp is invariant under fl$-conversion of terms (note that 
.K $6 FV(N)). 
Therefore we can conclude Comp(B, u ... u B,, /I -+ y, M[x, := N, ,..., 
x, := N,]). The other cases are trivial. 1 
Proqf qf Theorem 4.1. (3) Note that /?x E B = Comp( B, /I, x) by A.2(i). 
B +* crM * Comp( B, a, M) by A.5 
= APP(& a, W by A.2(ii). 1 
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3 (iii) =+ (i) 
B.l. DEFINITION. Let M be a normal form. We assume, without loss of 
generality, that all free and bound variables of M have distinct names, 
(i) The replacement path n(x, M) (EVarx (NxN)*) of a variable x 
in M is defined by: 
x(x, M) = x if x is free in M. 
a, Ml = 74Y, w<j, n> if x is bound in a subterm of M of the shape 
YN, “.Nj~,(~z,...z,_,x.P) (n,j>O). 
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(ii) Two variables x and y (not necessarily distinct) are adjacent in 
M iff xN, ... Nj(ilz, .‘.z,.yP, ... PI) is a subterm of A4 (n, j, I> 0). 
Note that, if rt( y, M) = x( j, n) CT, then M has a subterm of the shape 
xN, -N,~,(~x,-.x,.P) and n(y, P)=x,a. 
For example, if M~~t.x(lz.z(~uu.yu) t), then rc(u, M)=x(l, l)(l, 2), 
the replacement path of t in A4 is undefined and z, y are adjacent in M. 
B.2. LEMMA. Let A4 be a normal form, z and t two variables which are 
adjacent in M and ~(2, M) = X(T, n( t, M) = ye. Then there are normalizable 
terms X, Y such that M[x :=X, y := Y] does not have a normal form 
(possibly x = y and, in this case, X= Y). 
Proof: Let IO/ be the length of 0 E (N x N)*. The proof is by induction 
on 101 + 151. 
First step. If c = z = E then L’ = x, t = y. By definition M has a subterm 
of the shape xN, ... Nip ,(i.z, “‘z,,. yP, ... P,). Then if x & y a possible 
choice is 
X~~~;,...=,.a,,...,-,~,(=,b,...b,,A), Yrk, ~.~f,u.uut, ... t,, 
where A = 2~‘. WV. 
If x = J’ we can choose. 
where i=max[j, I+ 1). 
Note that X, Y are &I-terms (Barendregt, 1984,9) to avoid the possibility 
of erasing the subterm of M[x := X, y := Y] which does not have a normal 
form. 
Induction step. If CJ = (j, n) rs’ then A4 has a subterm of the shape 
xN, ... N,- ,(Au, . ..u.,.P) and rc(z, P)=u,a’. Let X’=~v,~~~uj.xul~~~ 
vi+ I(uju, ... u,) and M’ s M[x :=X’]. 
Observe that: 
(a) M’ reduces to a normal form M”, 
(b) the variables which are adjacent in M’ are such also in M”, 
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(c) ifrc(w,M)=x(j,i)p with ldi<n then n(w,M”)=uj~, 
if rc(w, M)=x(j, i) p with i>n then rc(w, M”)=x(j, i-n) p, 
otherwise n( w, M) = K( w, M”). 
Therefore, in M”, z and t are adjacent and x(z, M”)=u,rr’. Let 
x(t, M”) =sp. By point (c) SE {v, u,,..., U, ) and IpI ,< Itl. By the induction 
hypothesis there are U,, T such that M”[u, := U,,,S := T] (or 
M”[u, := U,] if s s U, ) does not have a normal form. Then we choose 
x’[u,, := U,,] and Y- T if x & y, 
x’[u,, := U,,, s := T] if x = 1’ and s&u,, 
xl[u n:=U,] otherwise. 
Note that X has a normal form and X, Y are il- I-terms. 1 
B.3. LEMMA. Let M G Ax, . . . x,. yM, . . . M, G Ax, . . ’ x,. M’ be a normal 
form such that for all normalizable N NM has a normal form. Then y occurs 
free in M and all variables z, t such that n(z, M’) = xio, n( t, M’) = xj~ with 
1 < i, j 6 n (possibly i = j ) are not adjacent in M’. 
ProoJ If one of these two conditions is not satisfied we exhibit a nor- 
malizable term N such that NM does not have a normal form. If 
Mr~x,...x,.xiM,...M, with l<i<n we can choose Nr 
i- “i .zx, . . ~?~,~,(~~~,...y,~~.A)x;+,.. . x,,A. If the second condition is not 
satisfied, then we can build Xi, X, according to Lemma B.2 and choose (for 
i<j) N~I~.zx,~~~x~~,X~X~+,~~~X,~~X,X,+~~~~X,. The case i=j is 
treated similarly. 1 
A similar result with a different proof technique was done in Bohm and 
Dezani ( 1975). 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. (iii) + (i). Obviously M is normalizable. We can 
show that B, +* (pT M by induction on the normal form of M using the 
conditions given in B.3. 1 
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF LEMMA 4.5 
Let IIGII( be the number of occurrences of “-+” in c1 E T,. If 
B= {a;Xill <iQn}, let 11B11 =CIGiG,, (Iai/I . 
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Proof of Lemma 4.5. The proof is by induction on IIBtMll + /a[l. 
First step. IIBrMll + llall =O. Let xi= ‘p* for 1 d i< h and C(~E w for 
h + 1 d i< n. Define M’ = M[x,: + , := (AA) ,..., x,, := (AA)] where A = 
j.x..ux. Obviously B, +* o(AA). By 3.5 and 3.8(ii) Bd-* crA4’. We dis- 
tinguish two cases according to cc- ‘p* or tl=(pT (note that C(EO is 
impossible). 
case 1. a=-(pT, BG*(PTM’ implies 
h times 
9 T i,.x, . ..Xh.M’. i.e., B, I+* VTh, ... x,,.M’. By 4.3, then, 3k > 0 and 
N, ,..., N, normalizable such that (Ax, . . . x,,. M’) N, . . . N, has no normal 
form. We can assume k >/A (else take Nj= z, where z$ FV(M’), for 
k<idh). Then, by 4.l(ii), B, +*cp*N, (l<i<k) and, by 4.3, 
BT&*~~M’[x,:= N ,,..., x,,:=N,] (note that (Ax, .“x,.M’) N,...N,=, 
M’[x, := N ,,..., x,, := NJ N,j+l... Nk). 
Case 2. cl=cp,. BhL* q*M’ implies BU {cpT y} 4-* (PT yM’, where 
y $ FV( M’), since qT - * ‘p* + cpi . By case 1, then, 3N, ,..., N, such that 
B, I--* cp.+Ni (1~ i<h) and BT tA* VT ~M’[x, := NI,..., XA := Nh]. But 
this implies BT hL* q.+M’[x, := N, ,..., xh := Nh]. 
Induction step. We distinguish the following cases: 
Case 1. Ilull #O. Let ~(rp+y. 
B4-* ,8-ryM+Bu (@) &*y(&), 
where y I$ FV(M), by 1.7 (iii) 
-3N ,,..., N,,, P 
such that B, +-* x, Nj for 1 < i < n, BT t* BP and 
BT I+* ~(MY)[.u, := N, ,..., x,, I= N,,, y I= P] 
by the induction hypothesis 
=z- B, 4-* j? + yM[.u, := N, ,..., x,, := N,,]. 
In fact BT +-* /j’ -+ yM[x, := N, ,..., x,, := N,, ] would imply, by rule (+E), 
B, t* yM[.u, := N, ,..., x,, := N,,] P, since My[y := P] E MP. 
Case 2. II4 =0 and IIM~(I #Ofor some j (1 <j<n). 
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Case 2.1. ai-yl-+ ... +yk+$, where ((yk (( # 0 and I/J/l/ = 0. Let 
Yk-P, -P*. 
M’-M[x,:=%yZy,...yk-,t.yy, ...yk-I(t~)] by 1.7 and 3.4(ii) 
* 3N, y*--> N, - 17 Nj+ 1~*--~ Nn, P, Q 
such that B, I-* ajN, for 1 < i<n and i#j 
B T t*yj + ... +YXL,+Pz+If/P, BT+*P,Q 
and 
B- d-* aM’[x, := N, ,..., x, _ 1 := N,p ,, x,, , := N,, ,,..., 
.u,,:=N,,,y:=P,z:=Q] by the induction hypothesis. 
We can choose N, 2 j-y, ‘. .~~k~,r.P~,..~.~k-,(lQ).Infact BT+--*a,N,and 
M[.u, := N, ,..., x,, :=N,,]-M’[x, :=N ,,...,, v/e,:=N,p,, 
x,, , := N;, , ,..., x,, := N,,, y := P, z := Q]. 
Case 2.2. a, = y , -+ . +)J~-~-+$-‘II/, where $E{~*,(P~}. Define 
if *-cp* 
if $=cpT. 
BhL* ctM=> B/xiu {v, + ..‘Y~~, -rl/y, $2) 4-* aM’, 
where y, -? t$ FV( M) and 
M’~M[.tci:=%y,...y,_,t.yy,.~*yk-,(zt)] 
* 3N, ,..., N, - , , Ni+ I,... Nn, P, Q 
such that B, I-* a,N, for 1 d id n and i# j, 
B, +*y, + ... +yk-l *$P, BT +*$Q and 
B, hL* aM’[x, := N ,,..., .x,_, := N,- ,, 
xi+, .- -Ni+ ,,..., x,,:=N,,,y:=P,z:=Q] 
by the induction hypothesis. 
We can choose Nj~~-v,...yy,_,t.Py,...y,_,(Qt). 
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Case2.3. cc,=y,+ ... +ykpl --,w+ti, where $E {cp*, (PT >. 
B~*crM~B/xju{y,+ ... +yk~,p$y}~*M’, 
where y 4 IV(M) and 
M’=M[x,:=~y,...y,_,t.yy,...y,~,] 
* IN, )...t N, ~ 1) Ni + 1 )...T N,, 3 P 
such that B, b* cr,Ni for 1 6 i < n 
and i#j,BT+--*y,+... +yk.-,pt+bP and 
BT 4-* OZM’[X, := N, ,..., x,- 1 I= Njp 1, 
xi+, := N,, , ,..., x,, := N,, y := P] 
by the induction hypothesis. 
We can choose Nj~~y,...yy,~,t.Py,...yk~,. 
Note that there are no other cases. In fact if aj- y, --t ... + yk -+ w 
then ai--, O.I and if lx, G y, + ... + ykp, + Ij + I) then 
c(, -*y1+ ..’ -+“pk-, -$. 1 
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